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Wireless sensor networks for rarely occurring critical events must maintain sensing coverage and low latency

network connectivity to ensure event detection and subsequent rapid propagation of notification messages.

Few algorithms have been proposed that address both coverage and forwarding and those that do are ei-
ther unconcerned with rapid propagation or are not optimised to handle the constant changes in topology

observed in duty cycled networks. This paper proposes an algorithm for Coverage Preservation with Rapid

Forwarding (CPRF). The algorithm is shown to deliver perfect coverage maintenance and low latency guar-
anteed message propagation whilst allowing stored-charge conservation via collaborative duty cycling in

energy harvesting networks. Favourable comparisons are made against established and recently proposed
algorithms in both sparse planned and dense random distributions. Further, an implementation for com-

mercially available wireless sensing devices is evaluated for detection and notification of damage to highway

light poles caused by vortex shedding.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor network (WSN) nodes are typically small battery powered or energy har-
vesting devices consisting of a micro controller, a small amount of random access memory
(RAM), possibly some non-volatile storage, one or more sensors, and a low power radio
transceiver which is usually the most power hungry component [Harrison et al . 2016]. The
finite charge storage capacity of batteries and the limited capabilities of small scale energy
harvesting devices shapes WSN research to the extent that minimising energy consump-
tion becomes a preoccupation; the less energy consumed, the longer the network will con-
tinue to operate. The simplest way to reduce energy consumption being to power down the
transceiver for extended periods.

WSNs have been classified by their data delivery profile as being continuous, event-driven,
observer-initiated (query-based), or a hybrid [Tilak et al . 2002], the latter two falling outside
the scope of this paper. In continuous sensing scenarios data samples are taken periodically,
and between samples the transceiver or the entire node can be powered down. Increasing
the gap between samples leads to an increase in network life. If multi-hop communication
is required, nodes can synchronise their activity to ensure network connectivity [Ye et al .
2004] and employ algorithms that minimise overuse of individual routing nodes [Schurgers
and Srivastava 2001]. Similar techniques can be adopted for networks where data collection
is initiated by base station requests [Yao and Gehrke 2003].

Event sensing, with the assumption that events occur randomly, introduces additional
complexity. A node that is not energised cannot sense an event and a node with a powered
down transceiver can take no part in forwarding notification messages.

Critical events that are both ephemeral and transitory pose a further challenge to WSNs
deployed for their detection [Harrison et al . 2016a]. Maximising detection probability (like-
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lihood the event is detected) and minimising detection delay (time taken for notification
to reach a network sink) [Cao et al . 2005a; Cao et al . 2005b; Liu et al . 2006] requires
sufficient nodes must be active at all times to both maintain initial sensing coverage and
provide a route to the network sink delayed only by transmission overhead. Energy sav-
ing pauses during transmission such as those implemented in media access control (MAC)
protocols featuring receiver initiated transceiver de-activation [Sun et al . 2008b] or demand
wake-up [Sun et al . 2008a] could be regarded as having too great an impact on detection
delay. In the presented algorithm, detection delay is minimised by having an always on,
always connected communication route to the network sink at the cost of significant energy
consumption through idle listening.

Establishing and maintaining sensing coverage in WSNs for rare events can be regarded
as ensuring every point in the sensing area is covered by at least one sensor node at all times
whilst maintaining energy efficiency [Cardei and Wu 2006]. WSNs with a sufficiently dense
overpopulation of sensing nodes can self-organise such that a given node is in a position to
power down if a subset of its neighbours are willing to take temporary responsibility for its
sensing area. In battery powered WSNs, this duty-cycling extends the operational lifetime
of a subset of deployed nodes and in doing so can both extend the period during which the
network maintains its initial coverage and the period during which there is at least some
coverage [Hsin and Liu 2004].

When energy harvesting replaces battery power, duty-cycled nodes not only preserve their
stored energy but also have the opportunity to replenish it more rapidly than when active.
The design of solar energy harvesting systems for WSNs is non-trivial [Raghunathan et al .
2005], yet if the energy harvested and stored is sufficient, networks have the opportunity
to maintain initial sensing coverage for extended periods with the potential for indefinite
operation. For solar energy harvesting, the physical dimensions, output voltage, maximum
current, and efficiency of installed solar panels determine the harvestable energy for a given
incident radiation. Once harvested, energy is lost through inefficiencies in storage com-
ponentry yet recent low-power management systems demonstrate charging efficiencies in
excess of 90% [Khosropour et al . 2012].

This paper examines an algorithm for Coverage Preservation with Rapid Forwarding
(CPRF) in event sensing WSNs exhibiting perfect area coverage, defined as a network where
every point in the sensing field is within sensing range of at least one energised node. CPRF
has three concerns, viz., coverage maintenance, speed of delivery for event notifications
messages, and surviving extended periods of low energy harvesting. CPRF is motivated
by the same considerations as the Equitable Sleep Coverage Algorithm for Rare Geospatial
Occurrences (ESCARGO) [Harrison et al . 2015] and incorporates an algorithm for Swift Op-
portunistic Forwarding of Infrequent Events (SOFIE) [Harrison et al . 2016b]. The efficacy
of the integrated algorithm is assessed through simulation, laboratory tests on commercially
available IEEE 801.15.4 WSN devices, and live deployment in sparse, uniformly distributed
networks of energy harvesting devices.

Of particular interest is ensuring the WSN node that sleeps least, sleeps for as long as
possible. Alternatively, if the devices being used are capable of monitoring their reserves of
stored charge, the node that experiences the lowest level of stored charge over time retains
as much stored charge as possible. Algorithms that deliver a high least sleep or high least
charge allow battery powered WSNs to provide a higher degree of sensing coverage for a
longer time. Similarly, in energy harvesting networks, a high least sleep percentage allows the
WSN to survive periods where little energy is available for harvesting. The node exhibiting
the least sleep or least charge is the one that will exhaust its energy supply first. When this
node runs out of energy, sensing coverage is lost.
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2. RELATED WORK

Few algorithms address both sensing coverage and explicit maintenance of network topology
to facilitate forwarding and/or routing; two that do are A3Cov [Wightman and Labrador
2011], and 3D-kCov-ComFor [Ammari 2016]. Of these two, only 3D-kCov-ComFor provides
a built-in forwarding mechanism.

A3Cov is a topology construction algorithm with a non-localized and inexpensive way of
producing a connected backbone. Once a connected topology is established, A3Cov adds
extra nodes to provide a partial coverage solution. A3Cov is favourably compared to an area-
based collaborative sleeping protocol for WSNs (ACOS) [Cai et al . 2007], yet it does not
attempt to provide perfect area coverage, rendering it unsuitable for critical event sensing.
Further, the A3Cov algorithm introduces cases in which a node may choose to sleep despite
doing potentially compromising connectivity in a section of the network. A timeout based
second opportunity process is required to mitigate this problem but does not remove it
entirely, adversely impacting notification delay.

3D-kCov-ComFor combines a duty-cycling coverage algorithm and a composite geo-
graphic forwarding scheme suitable for three dimensional space. 3D-kCov-ComFor requires
significantly denser sensor deployments than many competing coverage preservation algo-
rithms, but provides strong coverage guarantees. This ability to maintain sensing coverage
comes at the expense of being unable to reduce the number of active nodes to the levels
acheived by its competitors. In energy harvesting networks this may prove problematic as
the more nodes that can sleep simultaneously, the more likely the network is to survive
extended periods of low harvestable energy. This inability to deal with troughs in available
energy leads to degradations in detection probability when coverage is lost, and in detec-
tion delay when forwarding routes are compromised. Further, 3D-kCov-ComFor restricts
its forwarding region to such an extent that in all practical deployments detection delay is
significantly degraded compared to algorithms that makes full use of the maximum available
transceiver transmit range.

The literature suggests it is more usual to consider sensing coverage and forwarding as
separate issues. Section 2.1 details related work on coverage preservation, while Section 2.2
examines research on forwarding techniques.

2.1. Coverage Preservation

The Maximum Energy Protection (MEP) protocol [Yang and Chin 2014b], a distributed al-
gorithm ensuring coverage in energy harvesting WSNs, has recently been proposed. MEP ad-
dresses the same Distributed Maximum Lifetime Coverage with Energy Harvesting (DMLC-
EH) problem as the algorithm presented here. However, MEP is aimed at continuous sensing
of discrete targets at known locations, while our work is focused on event sensing where the
location and timing of the event are not known in advance, and continuous area sensing is
required. By Yang and Chin’s definition, CPRF is a self-configuration protocol, yet in the
scenario targeted here the suggested overhead of global-reshuffle algorithms is marginalised
as the cost of sending co-ordination messages is minimal compared to the energy lost through
the constant idle listening required for instantaneous propagation of event notification mes-
sages.

Maintenance of a less stringent Quality of Service (QoS) metric than required here (pre-
serving a minimum number of targets that can be covered by the network over a 24-hour
period) has been achieved by adjusting sensing ranges to reduce energy consumption dur-
ing periods of negligible or no energy harvesting [Gaudette et al . 2014]. This approach,
whilst ensuring the network exhibits acceptable but degraded coverage, does not address
the stringent requirements of time critical rare event sensing where initial coverage and
instantaneous connectivity must be maintained at all times.
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Energy harvesting is a fundamental input to Linear Programing (LP) and Maximum Util-
ity Algorithm (MUA) based solutions to determine sleep scheduling and maintain sensing
coverage introduced as solutions to the Maximum Lifetime with Energy Harvesting node
(MLCEH) problem [Yang and Chin 2014a]. The MUA solution realises network lifetimes
25% shorter than LP, but is less computationally intensive.

Wireless rechargeable sensor networks (WRSNs) distribute power from energy rich sources
to energy poor sensing nodes, with distribution by Radio Frequency (RF) signals [Yeager
et al . 2008] being viable only in ultra low-power applications. Recent work [He et al . 2013]
has shown planned deployment methods that take into consideration the physical character-
istics of the recharging method can be more efficient than those that do not. Opportunistic
Energy Trading (OET) where energy is transferred from an energy harvesting WSN to an
adjacent, non-harvesting WSN has been proposed [Jiang et al . 2013] and a simplistic form
simulated, though it remains to be shown what effect OET would have on coverage generally
and in rare event networks specifically.

Though not concerned with the rarity or criticality of events, a global power management
approach for energy harvesting sensor nodes [Castagnetti et al . 2014] proposes joint duty-
cycle optimisation and transmission power control to work within the constraints of a limited
and time-varying energy source. Simulations are performed using a battery state-of-charge
model with distinct consumption settings for sensing, transmitting and forwarding opera-
tions. Significant advantages over previous schemes are demonstrated but sensing coverage
is not evaluated.

A mechanism for extending the operational life of a sensing network through application
specific ultra low-power overlays has recently been proposed [Magno et al . 2014]. An energy
harvesting secondary network runs alongside the mostly sleeping primary. When an event is
detected by low-power sensors in the secondary network, wake-up radio technology is used
to start the primary network nodes which activate energy hungry sensors to confirm event
occurrence. In the examined scenario, the primary network relays live video of intruders
having been notified of movement by passive infrared sensors in the secondary. A poten-
tial issue for rare and critical event detection could be the increase in notification delay
introduced by the warm-up-time of the primary network.

While similar to this work for seeking to address coverage, the Role Alternating Coverage
Preserving Coordinated Sleep Algorithm (RACP) [Hsin and Liu 2004] for battery pow-
ered WSNs specifically excluded connectivity from consideration. Furthermore, detectable
events are assumed to occur in a finite set of known locations, with coverage of only these
locations being required; our work demands the entire network sensing area be covered as
events can occur anywhere within it. In addition, assessment of RACP’s efficacy assumes
error free transmission and focuses on dense random node distributions with few similari-
ties to the sparse planned placements featured here. Although shown to extend the lifetime
of battery-powered WSNs when compared to random sleep cycling and the coverage algo-
rithm proposed by Tian and Georganas [Tian and Georganas 2002], RACP has recently been
shown [Harrison et al . 2015] to provide sub-optimal coverage preservation in energy har-
vesting networks when compared to ESCARGO, the coverage preserving algorithm CPRF
takes inspiration from.

CCP [Xing et al . 2005] is a mature coverage preservation algorithm that in networks not
conforming to the Rc ≥ 2Rs rule for connectivity being implied by coverage [Wang et al .
2003] can be integrated with SPAN [Chen et al . 2002] to re-instate connectivity guarantees.
Whilst CCP’s distributed sleep scheduling algorithm is elegant and simple to implement,
the message exchange between neighbours it depends on is by its nature unreliable and
sleep decisions can occasionally be based on stale information relating to a neighbouring
node’s state. As such, CCP cannot guarantee sensing coverage.
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2.2. Forwarding Techniques

Routing protocols in wireless networks can be classified as either proactive (constantly
maintain route tables), reactive (determine routes only when needed) or a hybrid [Al-Karaki
and Kamal 2004]. Proactive protocols typically maintain routing tables by sending and
receiving topology messages, available routes between any two nodes being determined in
advance of data transmission. Reactive protocols do not periodically share network topology
but send out routing probes when data transmission to a particular destination is required,
forwarding the data messages once the route has been determined. An orthogonal category,
position based routing [Mauve et al . 2001], uses an understanding of the location of network
elements to inform routing decisions which can be used to complement the others or work
autonomously. For critical event sensing, routing protocols where the first post-event packet
to reach the sink does not contain the sensed data can be regarded as sub-optimal, having
too great an impact on detection delay.

In networks where network topology is constantly changing, either through node mobility
[Ko and Vaidya 2000] or duty cycling [Basu and Chau 2008; Ghadimi et al . 2012], oppor-
tunistic, broadcast forwarding algorithms have been shown to provide better throughput
than unicast routing protocols [Biswas and Morris 2005; Chachulski et al . 2007]. Oppor-
tunistic forwarding algorithms for ad-hoc wireless networks have long been studied [Bader
et al . 2015; Cadger et al . 2013; Sanchez et al . 2009] yet as far as the authors are aware,
SOFIE is the only algorithm specifically targeting networks exhibiting perfect area coverage.

Geographic (location-aware) forwarding has proved efficient when information on the
network topology is unavailable, but nodes are aware of their own location and those of
some or all of the other nodes in the network [Giordano and Stojmenovic 2004]. In the
simplest case, the one addressed here, nodes are aware only of their own location and those
of the network sinks.

Existing opportunistic forwarding algorithms have a number of common themes: collision
avoidance, energy conservation and hole avoidance.

Collision Avoidance is desirable to reduce occurrence of dropped packets and avoid en-
ergy draining re-transmissions. An established contention-based forwarding scheme (CBF)
[Füßler et al . 2003] gives forwarding nodes in more advantageous locations priority, with
nodes that are less well-positioned suppressing their forwarding transmissions. A more com-
plex beacon-less on demand strategy (BOSS) [Sanchez et al . 2007] uses multiple small mes-
sages to locally coordinate selection of the next forwarding node. In both situations, the
sensible caution taken to avoid collisions results in increased latency that adversely impacts
detection delay.

Energy Conservation is of significant importance to WSNs where power source are finite
and/or limited and network longevity is key. However, sensing critical rare events changes
priorities to the extent that high but short duration forwarding costs become acceptable as
they are incurred infrequently but deliver significant benefit. The well established geographic
random forwarding (GeRaF) algorithm [Zorzi and Rao 2003] quite reasonably trades latency
against energy usage, but for critical events minimal latency is key and energy consump-
tion during the rare transmissions is of little significance compared to the energy involved
in keeping the network connected by maintaining transceiver power. A more recent op-
portunistic routing algorithm for asynchronous WSNs [Zhang et al . 2014] assumes energy
saving full-node duty cycling along the transmission path; transmission delays introduced
by this otherwise sensible strategy may prove unacceptable for critical event sensing.

Hole Avoidance [Lee et al . 2008; Yang and Fei 2010a; 2010b] attempts to route around
geographical areas where the network is not connected. For rare event sensing, perfect event
detection demands the sensing area be covered with active sensors, ensuring communication
range is at least twice sensing range to achieve a network that is connected [Wang et al .
2003] with no holes.
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No previous work has focused on the unique situation sensing critical rare events intro-
duces, namely the need to minimize detection delay at all costs, yet collision avoidance
algorithms that do not de-activate forwarding nodes promise the least impact on latency;
CPRF is based, in part, on this observation.

2.3. Discussion

Only the recently proposed 3D-kCov-ComFor is a true competitor to CPRF, as such it will
naturally be used in a comparative assessment. However, as the majority of the literature
considers coverage and forwarding to be separate concerns, it is perhaps informative to
combine best-of-breed algorithms from both areas and include them in the assessment.
To that end, the well-established protocols CCP and CBF will be integrated to provide a
benchmark against which 3D-kCov-ComFor and CPRF can be evaluated. For the purposes
of this investigation, this composite algorithm will be referred to as CCP/CBF.

3. INTEGRATED COVERAGE PRESERVATION & RAPID FORWARDING

We assume a two dimensional distribution of location aware wireless sensor nodes, each
of which knows the location of all network sinks. Sufficient nodes are placed within the
sensing field to ensure total area coverage. Node sensing ranges (Rs) and communication
ranges (Rc) are assumed identical and exactly circular, with Rc at least 2Rs to preserve
network connectivity [Wang et al . 2003]. Non uniform sensing ranges [Boukerche and Fei
2006] and arbitrary polygonal sensing areas [Fei et al . 2009] have been studied and CPRF
could be implemented for either case without compromising its efficacy. All active (non
sleeping) nodes within sensing range of an event are assumed to simultaneously detect it.

To ensure event detection (i.e. guarantee sensing coverage is preserved at all times),
and guarantee event detection messages are not only delivered but delivered with minimal
delay, CPRF nodes must observe the following rules: (1) Only sleep when safe to do so.
Assumptions must not be made about the state of neighbouring nodes. A neighbouring
node cannot be assumed to remain awake based on the last message received from it that
indicated it was awake. (2) Ensure all messages are delivered. Specifically, take no duty-
cycling decisions unless all sent messages have been acknowledged. With these rules in mind,
the remainder of this section describes the various aspects of the CPRF algorithm.

3.1. Rapid Forwarding

CPRF derives its rapid forwarding capabilities from SOFIE [Harrison et al . 2016b], and
algorithm containing mechanisms to ensure event notification messages are reliably delivered
whilst suppressing duplicates. Collision avoidance is delegated to a carrier sense multiple
access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) MAC protocol such as that defined by IEEE
802.15.4.

When a node detects an event, an Event NOTIFication (ENOTIF) message is generated.
The network sink responds with an Event ACKnowledegment (EACK) on receipt of an
ENOTIF. To avoid shutting nodes down before delivery of event sensing messages have
been confirmed, CPRF needs to be aware of when an ENOTIF has been sent but the
corresponding EACK has yet to be received.

3.2. Sleep Eligibility

When a node goes to sleep it takes no part in the sensing activities or communication links
of the WSN until it wakes up again. To maintain sensing coverage throughout the network,
the entire sensing area a sleeping node is responsible for must be covered by one or more
neighbouring nodes. Only when a node is confident its sensing area is covered by a set of
awake neighbours does it become sleep eligible.

Wang et al. [Wang et al . 2003] performed geometric analysis of the relationship between
connectivity and coverage in networks made up of nodes with uniform sensing and trans-
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mission ranges; they state and prove (we use the term neighbour where they use sensor)
that:

Theorem 3.1. A convex region A is k-covered by a set of neighbours if (1) there exist
in A intersection points between neighbours or between neighbours and A’s boundary; (2) all
intersection points between neighbours are at least k-covered; and (3) all intersection points
between any neighbour and A’s boundary are at least k-covered.

This is the intersections k-coverage eligibility rule, and CPRF requires nodes to guarantee
1-coverage before entering a sleep state.

3.3. Sponsor Group Selection

This paper principally considers planned node placements, the optimal configuration being
based on a repeating and overlapping pattern of three nodes. The three nodes’ sensing area
perimeters, being of equal length, intersect the vertices of an equilateral triangle of side
2
√

3Rs where Rs is the node sensing range, and intersect with each other at the midpoint
of the triangle’s sides. This placement being identical to one where each node is separated
by
√

3Rs from each neighbour [Derr and Manic 2015].
When a third node is added at the intersection of the three existing nodes sensing ranges,

the new node is 1-coverage eligible with a single sponsor group made up of the original
three nodes. Repeating this pattern using existing nodes as members of new groups leads
to a uniform coverage where each node at least 1-coverage eligible.

A sponsor group is a non-redundant subset of a node’s neighbours that collectively cover
the sensing area of the given node. In the optimal (minimum deployment density) config-
uration, nodes located at least Rs from the sensing area boundary will have five sponsor
groups, illustrated in Fig. 1. Nodes located close to the sensing area boundary have no less
than two sponsor groups. Co-located nodes implicitly form one-member sponsor groups for
each other.

To ensure successful operation on modest capability devices, CPRF restricts sponsor
group size and the number of sponsor groups each nodes is required to maintain with the
configurable parameters SGsize and SGmax respectivley.

Fig. 1: Unique, non-redundant sponsor groups for the central node, highlighted darkest.
Other combinations of neighbours exist, but all are super-sets of one or more of those
shown. Dots represent node locations, circles their sensing areas of radius Rs.

3.4. Neighbour Selection

In sparse deployments each sensing node will have a small number of neighbours, with the
neighbours of A being all nodes having Euclidean distance of no more than 2Rs from A.
However, in dense deployments, modest capability devices may have insufficient RAM to
store details of all their neighbours. Additionally, maintaining a large neighbour list increases
the computation time required to generate all possible sponsor groups, cf. Section 3.3. CPRF
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mitigates these issues by restricting the number of neighbours each nodes is required to deal
with to a configurable parameter, Nmax.

Simply restricting the number of neighbours can lead to an imbalance in the distribution of
those neighbours around the node making the restriction. To counter this possibility, CPRF
employs the following strategy: First, the sensing disk of node A is repeatedly divided into
120◦ segments until the set of three with the most even distribution of neighbour candidates
is found. Second, neighbour candidates within the selected segments are ordered by how
close the are to being 2

3Rs from A. Third, the next as-yet unselected best positioned node
in each segment is chosen in turn until Nmax neighbours have been selected.

3.5. Metric Equality

If coverage is to be preserved across a sleep scheduling WSN, a degree of fairness must
be enforced to prevent advantageously positioned nodes from sleeping more often than
their neighbours. However, CPRF’s approach to sleep scheduling is not simply a fairness
algorithm, the aim is to make sure the node that sleeps the least sleeps as much as possible,
even if one or more of its neighbours have the opportunity to sleep significantly more often.
Over time this tends to have the effect of equalising sleep times across the whole network.

CPRF nodes exchange a metric, the value of which they use to make sleep scheduling de-
cisions, most notably the decision of whether or not to take responsibility for a neighbour’s
sensing area when asked to do so. For devices that can easily determine their reserves of
stored energy this metric can represent the remaining stored charge; the simulations in Sec-
tion 4 take this approach. The commercially available devices used for the live deployment
described in Section 5 do not have the ability to determine their stored charge so we used
the percentage of time they have been asleep as the exchanged metric.

When asked to take responsibility for (sponsoring) a neighbour’s sensing area, a node will
refuse to do so if the requester has a higher metric, i.e. it has more remaining charge or has
slept for longer. However, if the sensing node receiving the request is already sponsoring
one or more other neighbours, the request will be accepted as to refuse it gains nothing
locally (the potential sponsor has to stay awake anyway) and adversely affects the requester
by making it stay awake. Naturally, if the requesting node has a lower metric, the receiving
node will always accept the sponsorship request.

3.6. Sleep Scheduling

Nodes are in one of four energised states: SPONSORED where sensing responsibility is
delegated to at least one other node, ACTIVE where they are not sleep eligible and may
be taking responsibility for the sensing area of one or more neighbouring nodes, SEEKING
where they are sleep eligible and attempting to find neighbouring nodes willing to spon-
sor them, and DEFERRED where they would have transitioned to SPONSORED but are
waiting for one or more EACKs. Fig. 2 shows the algorithm’s state transition diagram.

When nodes have sufficient energy to power on they enter ACTIVE state, broadcasting
periodic STATus (STAT) messages containing their location, metric, how many neighbours
they are current sponsoring and the longest time they would sponsor a node that requested
sponsorship but had a lower metric (cf. Section 3.5). Nodes listen for STAT messages and
determine who their sensing neighbours are. Two nodes are deemed to be sensing neighbours
if separated by a Euclidean distance less than or equal to twice their common sensing range,
Rs. Information in STATs received from neighbours is recorded and used to determine sleep
eligibility.

A node is eligible to leave ACTIVE state if and only if it determines its sensing area is fully
contained within the union set of some combination of its ACTIVE or SEEKING neighbours’
sensing areas. Combinations of neighbouring nodes that could sponsor a given node are
known as sponsor groups (cf. Section 3.2 and Section 3.3). Sponsor group membership is
determined by geometric calculations taking into consideration the boundary of the sensing
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Fig. 2: CPRF State Transitions

area. Nodes adjust their sponsor group lists each time a STAT from a previously unknown
sensing neighbour is received. Pseudocode for ACTIVE state is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 ACTIVE State
/* Broadcast Thread */
while not interrupted do

broadcast STAT
sleep Tstat

end while
/* Listen Thread */
while not sleep eligible do

listen for message
if from unknown neighbour then

update neighbour list
recalculate sponsor groups

end if
if currently sponsoring sender then

remove sender from list of sponsored neighbours
end if
if SREQ then

if sender’s metric is lower then
send SACK for Tspon

else if longest remaining sponsorship > Tspon−min then
send SACK for longest existing sponsorship

else
continue while loop

end if
add sender to list of sponsored neighbours

else if STAT then
update neighbour record

else if ENOTIF or EACK then
handle with SOFIE

end if
end while
interrupt broadcast thread
transition to SEEKING state
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Nodes that deem themselves sleep eligible enter SEEKING state and cycle through the
sponsor groups they believe are likely to sponsor them, starting with the one they deem most
likely (cf. Section 3.2). For each sponsor group selected, a Sponsor REQuest (SREQ) message
is broadcast containing identifiers of each neighbour in the sponsor group. Neighbours in
receipt of an SREQ in which they are on the list of required sponsors, add the requesting
node to their sponsored list and return a Sponsorship ACKnowledgement (SACK) message.
Nodes that have agreed to be a sponsor continue to seek their own sponsors until they
become aware (through receipt of additional messages) that they are no longer sleep eligible.

When a seeking node wishing to be sponsored has received a SACK from each of the
nodes it broadcast the SREQ to, it enters SPONSORED state for a predetermined period,
Tspon. In SPONSORED state, nodes enter a low energy mode where all sensors and the radio
transceiver are powered down. SPONSORED state pseudocode is trivial and not shown.

If not all members of the requested sponsor group have replied with a SACK within a
short time Tsack, nodes try the next most likely sponsor group. If all likely sponsor groups
have been contacted with an SREQ but none have responded with sufficient SREQs, nodes
transition to ACTIVE state. Pseudocode for SEEKING state is given in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 SEEKING State
/* Listen Thread */
while not interrupted do

listen for message
if SREQ then

if sender’s metric is lower then
send SACK for Tspon

else if longest remaining sponsorship > Tspon−min then
send SACK for longest existing sponsorship

else
continue while loop

end if
add sender to list of sponsored neighbours
interrupt request thread
transition to SPONSORING state

else if SACK then
add sender to list of acknowledged sponsors
if SACKs received from all members of sponsor group then

interrupt request thread
if any EACKs outstanding then

transition to DEFERRED state
else

transition to SPONSORED state
end if

end if
else if STAT then

update neighbour record
else if ENOTIF or EACK then

handle with SOFIE
end if

end while
/* Request Thread */
while not interrupted do

for all likely sponsor groups (cf.. Section 3.2) do
send SREQ containing identifiers of neighbours in sponsor group
sleep Tsack

end for
interrupt listen thread
transition to ACTIVE state

end while
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If, on receipt of all expected SACKs, a node wishing to enter SPONSORED state has out-
standing EACKs, that node will enter DEFERRED state for no longer than Tspon. Whilst
in DEFERRED state, if all expected EACKs are received after some elapsed time Tdef ,
the node transitions to SPONSORED state for Tspon − Tdef . If the node is still in DE-
FERRED state when Tspon is exceeded, the node transitions to ACTIVE state. Pseudocode
for DEFERRED state is given in Algorithm 3.

If fewer SACKs are received than expected, the requesting node reverts to ACTIVE state
and periodically broadcasts STATs (cf. Algorithm 1). Neighbouring nodes that had already
agreed to be sponsors remove the requesting node from their sponsored lists on receipt of
any of these STATs. On wake-up from a period in SPONSORED state, nodes similarly
enter ACTIVE state, their sponsoring nodes adjusting their sponsored lists accordingly on
receipt of these STATs.

SREQs contain the metric (sleep % or stored charge) of the requesting node (cf. Sec-
tion 3.5). Potential sponsor nodes in ACTIVE or SEEKING state but not currently spon-
soring any neighbours will respond to the SREQ with a SACK if and only if the sponsoring
node has a higher metric than the requester. If the requesting neighbour’s metric is higher,
a SACK is returned for whatever time is left on the longest existing sponsorship, unless
that time is less then Tspon−min in which case the SREQ is ignored.

Algorithm 3 DEFERRED State
/* Timer Thread */
while not interrupted do

sleep for Tspon

end while
if not interrupted then

interrupt listen thread
transition to ACTIVE state

end if
/* Listen Thread */
while not interrupted do

while one or more EACKs are outstanding do
listen for message
if ENOTIF or EACK then

handle with SOFIE
end if
if expected EACK and no other outstanding EACKs then

interrupt timer thread
transition to SPONSORED state for what remains of Tspon

end if
end while

end while

4. COMPARATIVE EVALUATION

CPRF, CCP/CBF, and 3DkCov-ComFor are implemented in QualNet 5.2 [Scalable Network
Technologies 2011] with all nodes based on Advanticsys CM5000 IEEE 802.15.4 compliant
motes [Advanticsys 2015] configured as non-beaconing full-function devices with CSMA/CA
parameters as shown in Table I and algorithm settings as shown in Table IV.

Energy available to sensing nodes is modelled as a linear charge store. As the nodes
consume energy, charge is removed from the store; when harvesting energy during daylight
hours, charge is added up to a maximum capacity. In practice, dual capacitor storage systems
are required to facilitate simultaneous charge and discharge of the storage system [Alippi
et al . 2008]. When the charge held by a node is entirely depleted, it shuts down and the
energy model waits until the store achieves 10% of initial charge before waking the node
up to resume its sensing responsibilities. The model does not consider practical storage
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Table I: CSMA/CA Parameters

Min Backoff Exp. 3
Max Backoff Exp. 6
Max CSMA Backoffs 4
Max Frame Retries 3
Turnaround Time 12 symbols
Unit Backoff Period 20 symbols
ACK Wait Duration 650 symbols

Table II: CM5000 Draw (mA)

Sleep Listen Receive Transmit

0.0001 18.4 19.216 19.116

Table III: SZGD6161 Solar Panel

Efficiency Peaks Size

16.5% 2.2V 92mA (61mm)2

Table IV: Algorithm Settings

CPRF
Max Time in SPONSORED

State, Tspon
30mins

Min Sponsoring Time, Tspon−min 30secs

Max Neighbours, Nmax 32

Max Sponsor Group Size, SGsize 6
Max Sponsor Groups per

Node, SGmax
64

Estimated One-hop Delay, Thop 30ms

EACK Delay, Teack 60ms

CCP/CBF

Max Time in SLEEP State, Tccp 30mins

Max Forwarding Delay, Tcbf 45ms

3D-kCov-ComFor

Round Duration, Tround 30mins

Listening Time, Tlisten 3secs

issues such as supercapacitor leakage and self-discharge, or cycle exhaustion in rechargeable
batteries. When nodes change state a message is sent to the energy model informing it of the
current drawn by the previous state and how long the node spent in that state. State specific
current draw parameter values for the simulated motes are shown in Table II. Current draw
in sleep state is taken from the manufacturer’s specification sheet, parameter values for idle
listen, receive, and transmit are taken by direct measurement under controlled conditions
[Harrison et al . 2016].

Historic average incident radiation data for 41◦ 19’ 24” S, 174◦ 46’ 12” E (Wellington,
New Zealand) were obtained from public records [NIWA 2015] and a solar panel selected
from commonly available components [Futurlec 2015] with a form factor slightly larger than
the 81.90mm × 32.50mm Advanticsys CM5000 motes used in the study. Charge available
for storage in a given time period s seconds starting at time T is:

Q =

T+s∑
t=T

MIN

{
Ip,

(
λt × lp × wp × ηp

Vp

)}
× ηc (1)

where λt is the incident radiation at time t, ηp and ηc are the efficiencies of the solar
panel and charging circuit respectively, Ip and Vp are peak current and peak voltage of the
solar panel of length lp and width wp respectively. Solar panel specifications are as shown in
Table III. CPRF requires transmission range to be at least twice sensing range; transmission
power of the Advanticsys CM5000 motes used in the simulation is set to −13dbm giving Rc

of 88.6m. Rs is set to 40m. An initial charge of 4800mAh is given to each node, equivalent to
two Duracell NiMH AA rechargeable batteries [RSComponents 2015]. All simulations start
at 00:00 on January 1. Note that the solar radiation data are for the southern hemisphere,
hence the simulations start approximately one month before the height of summer.

4.1. Coverage Preservation

Efficacy of the CPRF coverage preservation algorithm is assessed by comparison with
CCP/CBF and 3D-kCov-ComFor. The CCP coverage preservation component of CCP/CBF
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Fig. 3: Dense deployment: 116 nodes over one calendar year at ten times minimum deploy-
ment density, 50% charging efficiency, CPRF metric = charge.

is a mature algorithm with similar aims to CPRF in terms of minimising the number of
active sensing nodes whilst maintaining sensing coverage. CCP does not, however, have a
mechanism for guaranteeing coverage or for ensuring nodes share sleep opportunities equi-
tably. Similarly, 3D-kCov-ComFor has no mechanism for ensuring coverage is maintained,
but it does enforce a rule that all nodes must sleep at least every third round.

In an energy harvesting WSN intended for uninterrupted continual deployment, it is
inevitable that the node allowed to sleep the least will experience the most severe dips
in stored energy. Equally, if care is not taken to ensure nodes transitioning to a sleeping
state do not leave coverage gaps, critical events occurring in those uncovered areas will go
undetected. Our comparative analysis therefore concentrates on each algorithm’s ability to
(a) maintain perfect sensing coverage, (b) maximise the sleep time of the node(s) worst
placed to spend time asleep, and (c) allow all nodes to maintain sufficient reserves of stored
charge in order not to “die” during periods of low harvestable energy.

Fig. 3 charts coverage for a 116-node deployment at ten times the deployment density
required for complete coverage of the sensing area. Whilst CPRF and 3D-kCov-ComFor
maintain perfect coverage throughout the simulated year, CCP/CBF frequently looses cov-
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erage, occasionally by as much as 14.7%. CCP/CBF is unable to guarantee coverage as its
sleep scheduling algorithm is based on a local understanding of whether or not neighbours
are awake. In these evaluations, CCP/CBF performs an invalid sleep 0.4% of the time. 1

4
of these invalid sleep result in losses of coverage ranging from 0.01% to 14.7%.

CCP/CBF nodes check their sleep eligibility using Theorem 3.1 and an understanding of
their neighbours sleep status based on previously received messages. CCP regularly broad-
casts beacon messages, so rarely believes a neighbour is asleep when it is actually awake.
Conversely, when a CCP/CBF node is about to go to sleep, it broadcasts a single “with-
draw” message to that effect. As wireless communications are inherently unreliable, not all
these sleep notification messages will be received by interested neighbours. Subsequent sleep
eligibility assessments may be flawed as a neighbour believed to be awake may actually be
asleep.

CPRF nodes also store what they believe to be the sleeping state of their neighbours, but
are able to guarantee coverage as they will not enter SPONSORED state (i.e. go to sleep)
unless they have explicit acknowledgement from all members of the selected sponsor group
that they are (a) actually awake and (b) willing to stay awake until the requesting node
wakes up. Whilst the CPRF SACK is just as likely to go unreceived as a CCP “withdraw”
message, CPRF takes a fail safe approach and will not allow a node to sleep unless all
expected SACKs have been received.

In addition to guaranteeing coverage is maintained at all times, CPRF strives to give nodes
equal opportunity to enter SPONSORED state, i.e. equal opportunity to go to sleep. CCP
contains no logic to monitor sleep equality, relying instead on randomised timer lengths
to allow nodes in less favourable situations to enter a sleeping state. It should be noted
that CCP was not designed for energy harvesting WSNs intended for continuous operation,
rather its aim is to extend the operational life of battery powered WSNs by maximising the
time during which some level of coverage is preserved; sleep equality therefore not being a
necessary requirement.

In sparse deployments, some CCP/CBF nodes, particularly those located on or near the
sensing area boundary, rarely find themselves sleep eligible; in CPRF terms they have few
sponsor groups, often only one, but more significantly, their neighbours in that small number
of sponsor groups have a comparatively large set of sponsor groups, many of which contain
the poorly situated nodes themselves.

Figs. 4(d)(e)(f) chart the sleep time for 38 nodes at minimum deployment density over a
full calendar year. Whilst CPRF approximately equalises sleep time for all nodes regardless
of their location in the sensing area, a significant number of CCP nodes spend considerably
less time asleep than their neighbours. All 3D-kCov-ComFor nodes spend exactly 1

3 of their
time asleep. As nodes never assess themselves to be sleep-eligible, this leads to the network
constantly switching from 100% to 0% coverage every 2Tround and back to 100% after Tround
as shown in Fig. 4(g).

In energy harvesting WSNs, unequal sleep times can have a dramatic effect on the net-
work’s ability to maintain coverage and connectivity during periods when little energy is
available for harvesting. Figs. 4(a)(b)(c) chart stored charge in the network of 38 nodes at
minimum deployment density over a full calendar year.

CPRF’s ability to equalise sleep times gives all nodes the ability to easily replenish their
stored charge from solar energy even during the short days of winter. 3D-kCov-ComFor
nodes are time synchronised and sleep exactly the same amount of time on exactly the
same schedule. Fig. 4(a) clearly shows all nodes exhaust their reserves of stored charge at
the same time and likewise recover simultaneously.

Whilst many CCP nodes survive the winter as easily as they would if running CPRF,
those that infrequently find themselves sleep eligible experience a rapid decline in their
stored charge as winter approaches. During the winter months the CCP/CBF nodes that
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Fig. 4: Sparse deployment: 38 nodes over one calendar year at minimum deployment density,
50% charging efficiency, CPRF metric = charge.

sleep the least repeatedly run out of energy and have to wait until more has been harvested
before they can re-join the sensor network.

As CCP/CBF nodes exhaust their reserves of stored charge their extended absences from
the network force other nodes to stay awake more often, depleting their energy reserves more
rapidly than if their neighbours were energised and able to share coverage responsibility.

At cost-effective low deployment densities, CPRF’s focus on sleep time equality allows
it to maintain a consistently higher minimum sleep time than that achieved by CCP. At
higher deployment densities, the gap narrows, but CPRF maintains its advantage until the
point where more sponsor groups exist than a CPRF node has the ability to record in core
memory.

Fig. 5(a) charts minimum sleep time against deployment density when CPRF is restricted
to a maximum of 128 sponsor groups per node. Fig. 5(b) shows how increasing the maxi-
mum number of sponsor groups each node can maintain (SGmax) for a given deployment
density provides no significant increase in minimum sleep time beyond a certain point. If the
evaluation in Fig. 5(a) where re-run with SGmax set to a higher value, the cross-over point
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Fig. 5: (a) Minimum sleep time by increasing deployment density ρ, where ρ = 1 is the
minimum density required for complete sensing coverage, and ρ = 2 is minimum density
required for each node’s sensing area to be 1-covered by its neighbours. (b) Minimum sleep
time for CPRF by increasing SGmax for ρ = 4.86.

where CCP delivers a higher minimum asleep time than CPRF would occur at a higher
deployment density.

In finite state simulations increasing SGmax is of little consequence, the additional mem-
ory and processing time required being of easy to accommodate on the sizeable machines
on which the simulations are run. However, on limited resource WSN devices where RAM
is extremely limited and computation cycles are both power hungry and slow, restricting
the number of neighbours and the number of sponsor groups that must be kept track of be-
comes necessary. As a consequence, at high deployment densities, practical implementations
of CCP will often provide a marginally better least sleep time, but they cannot guarantee
coverage is maintained at all times.

To summarise this coverage preservation evaluation, we considered two scenarios:

Sparse Deployments. CPRF maintains perfect sensing coverage, equalises sleep time at
around 50%, and all nodes retain sufficient stored charge to survive periods of low har-
vestable energy. CPP/CBF is unable to equalise sleep times and consequently some nodes
are unable to maintain sufficient stored charge to survive periods of low harvestable en-
ergy resulting in regular loses of sensing coverage. 3D-kCov-ComFor equalises sleep time
at exactly 1

3 but looses sensing coverage entirely for the same proportion of time as all
nodes sleep simultaneously. Increased levels of coverage loss are seen during periods of
low harvestable energy.

Dense Deployments. CPRF again maintains perfect sensing coverage equalises sleep
time to the extent that the node that sleeps least spends over 80% of its time asleep.
Nodes easily survive periods of low harvestable energy. CBB/CBF does a marginally
better job of equalising sleep times with the node that sleeps least spending over 90%
of its time asleep. However, sensing coverage loses of up to 14% are regularly seen. 3D-
kCov-ComFor also maintains perfect sensing coverage and equalises sleep times well but
the nodes that sleep least are only asleep 30% of the time. In addition, many nodes
exhaust their reserves of stored charge during periods of low harvestable energy.

4.2. Rapid Forwarding

CPRF’s rapid forwarding capability is provided by an integrated implementation of SOFIE
[Harrison et al . 2016b]. Assessment of this integration’s efficacy is undertaken in 116-node
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simulated rectangular networks of decreasing sensing area, Rc and Rs. Deployment density
is such that approximately half the nodes can be in SPONSORED state at any given time.

A network sink is placed in one corner of the sensing area and events are generated
pseudo-randomly in the opposite corner at intervals between three and four times Tspon.
This randomised event generation process affects (a) which nodes in range of the event are
awake and will therefore sense it, and (b) which nodes between between the event sensing
node(s) and the sink are awake. The latter introduces non-determinism in the forwarding
paths of notification messages (ENOTIFs) and their returned acknowledgements (EACKS).
In some cases, nodes sensing the events will have to enter DEFERRED state whilst waiting
for an EACK.

Table V shows aggregated results from 100 distinctly seeded evaluations for minimum,
mean, and maximum notification delay, number of hops taken, percentage of notifications
arriving without requiring a retry, and the percentage (%) of transitions to SPONSORED
state that went via DEFERRED state.

Table V: Detection Delay for Randomly Located Events

Notif. Delay (ms)

Nodes Area Rc Rs 1st Time Deferred Hops Min Mean Max

116 360x360 100m 40m 99.5% 0.007% 3.78 2.8 16.4 615

116 270x270 75m 30m 99.7% 0.003% 4.14 2.8 17.3 436

116 180x180 50m 20m 99.6% 0.003% 3.85 2.8 16.8 387

Comparison is now made between CPRF, CPP/CBF and 3D-kCov-ComFor. All three
algorithms restrict their forwarding regions to a sub section of the Maximum Forwarding
Area (MFA) [Chen et al . 2007]. Fig. 6 illustrate differences between the three algorithms in
a randomly distributed network. CBF has a large number of nodes in its Reuleaux Triangle
forwarding area, but only one will self-select as the best forwarding candidate. CPRF uses
a clipped Reuleaux Triangle for its forwarding area, reducing contention between potential
forwarders, although in this case several nodes will simultaneously forward any received
message.

3D-kCov-ComFor restricts its forwarding area to the Rs radius 20◦ Reuleaux Lens ori-
ented towards the sink. In the case illustrated, the comparatively small forwarding region of
3D-kCov-ComFor allows only one node to act as a relay. In this scenario, 3D-kCov-ComFor
would need to forward each message as many as five times more often than required by
either CCP/CBF or CPRF. Further, in sparse deployments, 3D-kCov-ComFor is unlikely
to find any nodes appropriately located to act as relays.

To Sink

Rc

Rs

(a) Geometry (b) CCP/CBF (c) CPRF

Relay

(d) 3D-kCov-ComFor

Fig. 6: Comparison of (shaded) forwarding regions for Rc = 5Rs, random node placement.
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Three deployment scenarios are used for comparison:

Sparse. Planned placement of sufficient nodes to allow each to discover sleep opportunities
as the result of being 1-covered according to Theorem 3.1. Deployment is twice the
minimum density required to 1-cover the entire sensing area. 423 nodes in a sensing area
of 20, 000m2.

Dense. Random placement of ten times as many nodes as would be required to 1-cover
every point in the sensing area. 1,330 nodes in 7, 000m2.

Point. Clusters of two nodes are co-located at evenly separated locations such as would be
experiencd if monitoring highway light poles. Each pair of nodes monitors a single pole.
100 nodes, two per pole, inter-pole separation 20m. For CPRF and CCP/CBF Rs = 1m,
for 3D-kCov-ComFor Rs = 22m.

In sparse and dense deployment scenarios the sensing area is significantly wider than it
is tall. In all cases a network sink is located at one end of the sensing area. 1,000 events
are generated at the opposite end of the sensing area at a frequency twenty times more
rapid than the 3D-kCov-ComFor round duration Tround (c.f. Table IV.) Three metrics are
of interest:

Delivery Ratio. Critical event sensing requires all notification messages are successfully
delivered. The extent to which each examined algorithm satisfies this requirement is of
prime importance.

Notification Delay. Assuming all messages are delivered successfully, rapid delivery is
desirable for critical events. Less rapid notification is acceptable if necessary to achieve
a perfect delivery ratio.

Forwarding Hops. The number of hops a message takes in being delivered is not of
prime interest in itself. However, capturing message propagation hops facilitates rea-
soning about discrepancies in notification delay between algorithms.

100 uniquely random seeded simulations are undertaken for each algorithm in each of the
three selected deployment scenarios.

Fig. 7(a) charts delivery ratio as a percentage. CPRF successfully delivers all event no-
tification messages in all deployment scenarios. CCP/CBF presents no delivery guarantees
and drops a small number of messages in all deployment scenarios, though in the point de-
ployment this is less than 0.1%. In the sparse deployment 3D-kCov-ComFor fails to deliver
any messages. This is expected as the is designed for a dense deployment scenario. However,
even in our dense deployment scenario, 3D-kCov-ComFor still only manages to deliver 2
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Fig. 7: Delivery ratio, notification delay, and forwarding hops for sparse, dense and point
distributions.
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(a) 58 Node Test Bed (b) Adjustable Separation (c) Three Light Poles (4 Hops)

Fig. 8: Evaluation Environments

of the generated messages. In the point distribution, 3D-kCov-ComFor achieved a mean
successfully delivered ratio of 92%.

Weighted mean delivery delay is charted in Fig. 7(b). CPRF achieves the lowest delivery
delay in all scenarios. CCP/CBF is in the order of 30% to 50% slower, but this is to be
expected as CBF is designed to sacrifice propagation speed in favour of reduced collisions. In
scenarios where 3D-kCov-ComFor sucessfuly delivers messages, significantly higher delivery
delays are experienced. In the dense deployment scenario this is in excess of an order of
magnitude slower than both CPRF and CCP/CBF. This excessive delay can be attributed
to the restricted forwarding region shown in Fig. 6(d) that results in the significantly higher
hop counts shown in Fig. 7(c).

5. IMPLEMENTATION : TEST BED & LIVE DEPLOYMENT

CPRF is implemented in nesC / TinyOS 2.1.2 [Levis et al . 2005] and an existing 58-node in-
door testbed, Fig. 8(a), is used to evaluate the implementation. Devices are pre-programmed
with their location and ignore messages from non-neighbours that in a realistic deployment
they would not hear. In the testbed, Advanticsys CM5000 devices broadcast packets with
a transmission power of −25dbm giving an approximate range of 5m.

With Tspon = 60s and Thop = 50ms, 18 nodes are given coordinates so they form clusters
of three co-located nodes at six discrete locations spaced 4m apart at increasing distance
from a network sink. ENOTIFs are generated by a node placed 4m beyond the node cluster
furthest from the sink. Events are generated pseudo-randomly in the sixty seconds sur-
rounding each three minute boundary. Event generation stops when 1,000 ENOTIFs have
been broadcast, which is approximately two days after the evaluation starts.

Note that the nodes duty cycle approximately three times as frequently as they are
required to forward an event notification message. Also note that in this configuration, each
cluster of three CPRF nodes sleep schedule only with each other, each one having a single
sponsor group containing its two co-located neighbours. Except when negotiating which
node will sleep next, only one node in each cluster is awake at any given time.
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All ENOTIFs are received successfully, the majority at the first attempt. Fig. 9(a) shows
the notification delay distribution for all messages, Fig. 9(b) the distribution of the notifi-
cation delay for those arriving without requiring a re-send by the sensing node.
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Fig. 9: Notification Delay Distribution: Testbed, 7 hops, 1,000 messages.

Outdoor assessment is initially undertaken with clusters of two co-located CPRF nodes
placed on perspex stands, 1m above level ground such that the distance between the clusters
can be modified, as shown in Fig. 8(b). Further outdoor assessment is undertaken at two
sports fields with tall light poles similar to those used on highways. Fig. 8(c) shows one
of the sports fields used for evaluation. Such light poles are vulnerable to adverse weather
conditions, including vortex shedding as shown in Fig. 10.

(a)

PV

18Ω

Sensor5.1V
500mW

(b)

Fig. 10: (a) Light poles on the M62 in England; still from [Hall 2015]. Poles 1, 2, & 3 are
vortex shedding, A, B, C, & D are not. The video clip author suggests pole B is unaffected
as it is immediately behind the gantry. Note mains power appears to have been lost as none
of the lamps or gantry signs are illuminated. (b) Schematic of Simple Photovoltaic Energy
Harvester and a UCMote Mini powered by one.
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The two nodes closest to the network sink are UCMote Minis drawing power from the
simple energy harvesting circuit shown in Fig 10(b). The UCMote Minis have an on-board
charging circuit for their LIR2450 cells and were deployed fully charged to demonstrate
heterogeneous operation of CPRF nodes from different manufacturers rather than mission
critical energy harvesting. As neither the UCMote Mini nor Advanticsys CM5000 provide
a mechanism for determining stored charge, the CPRF metric (cf. Section 3.5) is the per-
centage (%) time asleep.

Minimum, mean, and maximum notification delay, plus mean hops taken during forward-
ing and the percentage of notifications that arrived without requiring a resend, for indoor
testbed, outdoor assessment on stands, and two sports grounds with distinct flood light
configurations are shown in Table VI.

Table VI: Implementation Evaluation Results

Mean Notif. Delay (ms)

Config. Poles Separation1 Rc 1st Time Hops Min Mean Max

Testbed 2 - 5m 95.6% 3.0 46 59 378

Testbed 6 - 5m 87.6% 7.0 75 126 1,527

Stands 6 3.0m 5m 97.2% 6.9 71 113 676

Floodlights 1 4 12.5m 20m 93.8% 4.9 52 101 547

Floodlights 2 3 16.7m 20m 95.2% 4.0 62 78 481

1 n/a for testbed, nodes are adjacent (c.f. Fig. 8(a))

6. CONCLUSION

WSNs deployed to detect critical rare events demand perfect detection probability and
minimal detection delay. For detection to be guaranteed and propagation of event detection
messages to be delayed only by inherent network latency, sensing coverage and network con-
nectivity must be maintained at all times. This dual requirement is problematic for battery
powered devices – a device drawing 20mA will operate for just ten days, approximately,
when powered by two AA batteries. On the other hand, energy harvesting is a mature tech-
nology that provides a mechanism for significantly extending the operation life of sensing
devices. Large scale solar energy harvesting can easily provide enough power for a small
WSN device to remain active indefinitely, but issues including cost, weight, and aesthetics
may render such equipment unsuitable for specific deployment scenarios. An alternative is
to use an over population of sensors each with a small scale energy harvesting capability.
These devices can take turns to enter a low-power state where they take no part in sens-
ing or communication activities of the network but have the opportunity to replenish their
energy stores at a more rapid rate than when active.

In deployment scenarios where fastest possible event notification is required and losses
of sensing coverage are unacceptable, our proposed Coverage Preservation with Rapid For-
warding (CPRF) scheme has been shown to provide a robust mechanism for guaranteeing
all events are detected and notification messages are not only guaranteed to be delivered,
but are propagated with the least possible delay. Further, CPRF has been shown to deliver
more reliable coverage guarantees, and more rapid and reliable event notification than a
best-of-breed composition of well established coverage and forwarding algorithms, and a
recently proposed state-of-the-art integrated coverage and forwarding scheme.
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